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Kayospruce Limited
Marine and Technical Fabrics

SAULEDA

Sauleda have been weaving and dyeing fabrics in Spain since 1897 and are 
one of the oldest and most respected textile makers in Europe. Woven 
from the finest yarns and coloured with the most stable dyes. Sauleda 
Acrylic is the product developed from this wealth of experience in the 
production of technical textiles.

During recent years Sauleda has targeted an important  part of its 
research at the technical fabrics field, applying the latest advances in 
materials, methods and textile technology. The work carried out by the 
Technical Division is based on finding responses and offering resources in 
pace with the evolution of the market in many fields. Thanks to a highly 
technical production process, we can offer solutions for household, decora-
tive and industrial applications.

Our goal

To protect and take care of people so they can enjoy their leisure time.

We are pioneers

We were the first and we continue to innovate. 
Our commitment: to anticipate the needs of consumers.

A human company, orientated at people

Sauleda is comprised of all those who work in its organisation and all those 
who buy its products. Our objective? To come closer to them.

We are experienced

Our broad experience in the sector allows us to control the entire production 
chain. We respond to the results of our fabrics because we control the whole 
manufacturing process.

Specialists in the most demanding sectors

Our fabrics rise to the challenges of industrial sectors with extremely high 
technical standards.

R+D+I. In constant movement

We conduct research, we develop and we innovate.  

Dual responsibility: towards society and the environment

We apply production protocols that show respect for the environment 
and comply with the sustainability standards.

We forge alliances with only the best

Sauleda maintains strict control over its suppliers, in order to work with those 
who offer a full quality guarantee.

The largest collection in the market

Colours, fashion, ranges, tones and designs that offer solutions for each 
consumer. We have the largest product catalogue in the market 
and we continue to design.

Certified, controlled quality

Sauleda hold all the European certificates and recognitions. Quality is our 
greatest objective and we leave nothing to chance. ISO-9001:2008

Technology at the service of protection and personal safety

All our plant production lines are automated and fitted with the latest 
technologies. Sauleda considers that technology is its tool. Protection and 
safety are our objectives.

SAULEDA AND KAYOSPRUCE 
A GREAT PARTNERSHIP

Kayospruce and Sauleda have been 
working in partnership developing 
outdoor fabrics for the outdoor market 
since 1983. It is a partnership based on 
the shared desire to provide the best 
possible fabrics and service.

The new VIP-FR PVC 
class has everything

Find out about all the advantages of using VIP-FR

The new multi-purpose PVC has numerous qualities and is 
available in an innovative range of 40 classic colours.
This fabrics many qualities include being Flame Retardant, 
Waterproof, Mildew and UV, resistant plus its unique extra 
flat finish eliminates the formation of pockets and creases.
The extra wide width of 250 cm facilitates a more 
extensive range of uses where a high strength, easy to 
clean PVC is required and can be printed on with bold 
colours of your choice.

There is no limit to the range of uses to which it can be put!  

Preliminary research and laboratory tests on the new 
VIP-FR fabric have demonstrated that the fabric meets the 
highest quality standards.

The new Sauleda VIP-FR class has everything.

Flame retardant, waterproof, extra flat, large range of 
colours, UV resistant, treated against mildew and with 
countless uses. 

Sauleda, s.a. 
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VIP-FR PVC

WHITE
PV250WHVIP

OFF WHITE 
PV250OWVIP PLUS RAL1013

SAND
PV250SAVIP

CHAMPAGNE 
PV250CHVIP PLUS RAL1015

ORANGE  
PV250ORVIP PLUS RAL2004

RED 
PV250REVIP PLUS RAL3002

BURNT ORANGE 
PV250BOVIP

BURGUNDY 
PV250BUVIP PLUS RAL3005

LIME 
PV250LGVIP PLUS RAL6018

GRASS GREEN 
PV250GGVIP PLUS RAL6001

BEIGE 
PV250BEVIP

TAUPE 
PV250TAVIP

COCOA 
PV250COVIP

PEARL BEIGE 
PV250PBVIP PLUS RAL1035

PINK 
PV250PIVIP

CORAL
PV250CLVIP

FUCHSIA
PV250FUVIP PLUS RAL4005

VIOLET
PV250VIVIP 

SILVER 
PV250SIVIP PLUS RAL7047

GREY 
PV250GYVIP PLUS RAL7037

RUST 
PV250RUVIP

BAY BROWN 
PV250BBVIP PLUS RAL8014

COPPER
PV250CPVIP

METAL 
PV250MTVIP

SKY BLUE
PV250SBVIP

DENIM BLUE 
PV250DEVIP

MID BLUE 
PV250MBVIP PLUS RAL5015

DARK BLUE
PV250DBVIP PLUS RAL5002

PASTEL YELLOW 
PV250PYVIP

LEMON 
PV250LEVIP PLUS RAL1021

YELLOW 
PV250YEVIP PLUS RAL1003

MUSTARD 
PV250MUVIP

NAVY 
PV250NAVIP PLUS RAL5013

AQUA 
PV250AQVIP

MINT 
PV250MIVIP

APPLE 
PV250APVIP

ANTHRACITE 
PV250ANVIP PLUS RAL7016

BLACK 
PV250BKVIP PLUS RAL9005

EMERALD GREEN 
PV250EGVIP PLUS RAL6026

BOTTLE GREEN
PV250BGVIP PLUS RAL6005




